
BHeart is a volunteer organization that focuses on issues and supports projects that are important 

to Bosnian and Herzegovinian women and their families. For more information about our work, 

please visit our website: www.BHeartFoundation.org.  
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Dear Friends and Donors, 

In June 2014, thanks to your generosity, we raised $13,000 to support an organization of women in 

eastern Bosnia and Herzegovina*, whose members were victims of sexual violence during the 

1992-95 war. Our goals for this project were to support the education of the women’s children and 

to help maintain the women’s meeting place. The project concluded successfully this fall, and we 

wanted to share with you the ways by which your generosity has made a difference in their lives. 

 

  

At the beginning of the 2014-2015 school 

year, BHeart provided a support 

package for seven students who were 

determined to be the most in need. This 

package included backpacks, new school 

materials, sports gear, and essential clothing. 

The students received assistance with school 

transportation and meals throughout the 

year, and received laptops to support their 

education. To make the best use of the 

laptops, BHeart engaged a local secondary 

school teacher to teach courses in MS 

applications, website design and Internet browsing to the women and children.  

 

  

As we hoped, better living and learning conditions led to improved school results. BHeart set up 

a reward fund to acknowledge and encourage the children's continued progress. While all children 

who participated in the program received monetary assistance for the following school year, those 

who achieved exceptional results received the most generous rewards. 
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“I would like to thank all of you who helped us and our parents during this school year!  We were 

able to pay for transport to school, our school lunches and supplies.  With our new laptops, we 

have better access to information, and the IT course was a great learning experience!  I am part of 

the leadership of the local “No Hate” youth organization and would like to use the reward to pay 

for transport to the group’s regular meetings.  I would also like to buy books, as reading is my 

favorite hobby. “  

 

– A daughter of one of the women victims of war violence.  The young woman finished the school 

year with exceptional grades and was among the highest ranked students at the federal German 

language competition. 

 

 

To support the women's organization, BHeart provided financial support to pay for utilities and 

operating costs and to support the design and creation of their handicrafts. The development of 

these artistic skills is critical— not only are the handicrafts a source of income for the women, they 

also provide them with a sense of independence, purpose, and self-confidence. With our support, 

the women participated in a training program in Sarajevo that improved their knitting and sewing 

skills. BHeart also bought a sewing machine for an impoverished family with four children. 

Thanks to your generosity, the women were able to purchase materials and make souvenirs for 

holiday bazaars and other local fairs. At the end of the summer, they opened a permanent sales 

exhibit of their goods at a cafe in the heart of Sarajevo’s Old City. 

 

 

Throughout the year, BHeart communicated with the women frequently, by providing 

encouragement and motivation to network with organizations and government agencies that 

support their cause. Together with the help of our local partner, Bosana Foundation, we 

organized career counseling for the children who participated in the program. The children met 

with very accomplished university students who also come from disadvantaged families.  The 

students shared useful career advice and served as mentors and inspiration for the children.   
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We disbursed our assistance in several tranches throughout the year to keep better control over 

how money was spent, and to encourage the small organization to keep track of their expenses and 

to develop good reporting habits. The only administrative costs the project incurred were small per 

diems paid to Bosana Foundation volunteers for their three visits to the women’s association in 

order to monitor the project’s implementation and collect the receipts.  

 

We would like to sincerely thank you for helping to improve the lives of these women and 

children. Your support helped the women become hopeful about their futures—a future they rarely 

thought positively about. Throughout the year, they never stopped telling us how important this 

project was to them, how it helped them regain faith in humanity and good people, and how it 

ignited a desire in them to fight for their rights. This has been a life-changing and unforgettable 

experience for them, and it would not have happened without your support. 

 

"I just wanted to thank you all again. Thank you for giving me the strength and support, thank you 

for existing, and for thinking about our children and us. My friends and I will never forget what 

you did for us." 

- One of the women the project supported   

  

*To protect the privacy of these women and their children, we cannot reveal their names or the name of 

their organization.  

 


